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For professional flower transport
250 additional Krone Cool Liner for ESP Solutions

Murcia (E)/Werlte (D), in November 2020 – The Spanish transport company ESP Solutions has once
again opted for Krone and ordered 250 refrigerated trailers from the Cool Liner series. This means that
ESP Solutions now has a fleet of around 700 trailers, including 600 Krone Cool Liner. The average age of
the fleet is two years.
The new Krone Cool Liners are specified for transporting flowers and also have double-deck and
MultiTemp equipment; this makes the vehicles suitable for the temperature-controlled transport of
food, plants and sensitive electronic components, and they are also used for the transport of
pharmaceutical products under ESPharma. The MultiTemp partition wall, which can be moved along
the entire length of the body and has an optional fan to create different temperature zones, is
excellently insulated and tested according to ATP. Also practical is the continuous chassis with
diagonal reinforcements on the rear crossmember and robust impact protection elements; they protect
the rear of the Cool Liner during intensive loading and unloading on the ramp. The ESP Solutions
dispatch department is connected to each individual Cool Liner via Krone Telematics and is thus able
to control the cooling temperatures and the remote unlocking of the installed Door Protect Systems at
all times.
On the official handover of the new trailers, Roberto Asin of Krone Spain used the opportunity to thank
ESP Solutions for the renewed trust in Krone. "The whole Krone team is happy and grateful that we
were able to supply ESP Solutions, one of the largest transport companies in Southern Europe, once
again. For us, this is proof that our Cool Liner meets all the requirements of a modern, reliable and
flexible trailer for temperature-controlled transport".
Pedro Campillo, Managing Director of ESP Solutions explained: "We see ourselves as an innovative,
globally active and absolutely reliable logistics service provider. That's why we rely on modern vehicle
technology with the latest technology such as two-way communication and GPS tracking in our fleet.
The Cool Liner from Krone has convinced us for many years. In addition, the cooperation with Krone
Spain is excellent. These are two very strong arguments".
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About ESP Solutions
ESP Solutions (formerly La Espada) has been active in the transport industry for more than 40 years;
over the past decades, the family-owned company has developed into a global logistics service
provider. In addition to domestic transport, La Espada offers fixed tours to Portugal, Italy, Holland,
Belgium, France and Germany, for example. La Espada operates with over 300 employees from a total
of seven branches. As a proven specialist in the segment of temperature-controlled transport, La
Espada also has a 4,000 sqm cold storage warehouse.
For further information see also laespada.com

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.:
SIMON RICHENHAGEN
Phone +49 5951 209-8216 · E-mail: simon.richenhagen@krone.de
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